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FOREWORD 

This publication reports on part of a broader program on unit training and unit performance 

aueMment r«te*rch conducted by the Unit Training and Evaluation Systems Technical Area of the 
Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences (ARI). The need for improvements 
<n training in units was brou^it out by the report of the Board for Dynamic Training (Gorman 

Board) in 1071. In 1972 ARI established a formal mission and provided resources for research in 
Army training within the unit. The development of the REALTRAIN method of unit training, 
described in this report, was one of the first products of this effort; among other projects are a 
guidebook for revision of training literature, a course in how to deliver performance-oriented 
training, and research on the contribution of simulated firing to crew training. 

REALTRAIN l-also called SCOPES, Squad Combat Operations Exercises (Simulation)--was 
first demonstrated to senior infantry training personnel at Fort Banning, Georgia in July 1973. 

Because of the method's ready acceptance by unit commanders and troops, the U.S. Army 
Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC) began to implement it in January 1974. SCOPES is 
described in Training Circular 7-2. REALTRAIN II (Armor) and REALTRAIN III (Antiarmor) 

were developed, added to REALTRAIN I, and demonstrated in a comb ted arms exercise to senior 
personnel of U.S. Army, Europe (USAREUR) in June 1974. In November 1974 TRADOC began 
Implementation of the combined arms application, with the Armor School as proponent, with the 

publication of Training Circular 71-5, REALTRAIN. 

The engagement simulation research is a long-term continuing program. Initiated and developed 

by ARI personnel in dose coordination with Army proponents and users. Major Larry E. Word of 
ARI particularly shaped its evolution in many months of direct field development with Army 

units. Outside experts-URS/Matrix and Kinton, Incorporated-were called in to contribute timely 
assistance on special aspects of the overall program. Essential, however, have been the splendid 

cooperation and pertinent suggestions from all levels of command at all Army installations that 
supported this research. 

The entire effort is responsive to the requirements of RDTE Project 2Q162106A722, FY 1974 
Work Program, and of the Combat Arms Training Board (CATB) and TRADOC. 



REALTRAIN:    A NEW METHOD FOR TACTICAL TRAINING OP SMALL UNITS 

BRIEF 

R«quir«m*nt: 

To develop an improved method for the tactical training of small combat arms units 

ProWam: 

Historically, in Army tactical training exercises in the field the units met "aggressors" in a 
manner that almost totally lacked tactical realism. At a result, combat arms units could obtain 

effective training on only a limited number of tactical techniques; they gained little if any 
proficiency in making the adaptive decisions necessary in the face of an active opposing force. 

Tactical training and evaluation weie particularly hampered by the lack of a realistic and credible 
method for simulating battlefield casualties. 

To provide the appropriate environment for the realistic practice of tactical skills for training 
and evaluation, a few basic guidelines were established: 1) Simulation techniques should provide 
the psychological environment which would promote learning, 2) The simulation should be 
credible to those participating, requiring them to perform tasks directly related to their job on the 
tactical battlefield, 3) Support costs and equipment complexity should be minimized, 4) Weapons 
effects should be simulated in a manner which closely parallels their Ktual effects and signatures. 

Solution: 

The development of low-cost techniques for the simulation of weapons effects (i.e., casualties) 
and weapon signatures provided the breakthrough necessary to simulate the battlefield in a 

credible fashion. Casualty assessment techniques have been developed for the range of tactical 

weapons available to infantry and armor units; these techniques include simulation of the effects 

of the Ml 6 rifle in the hands of the inf entry man and the effects of tank armament, antitank 

weapons, and indirect fire. 

To complement these simulation techniques the performance-oriented unit training model 
REALTRAIN was developed, based upon recognized principles of learning. This model involves 

use of realistic engagement simulation exercises of increasing tactical complexity for promo' 

learning. A particularly important aspect of the model is the After Action Review, in wi. 

soldiers themselves describe how they were able to engage an enemy soldier or destroy a target, or 

how they were "killed" themselves. They thus reinforce and extend what they learn during the 

engagement. 

Vi 



RMults: 

When  engagement  simulation techniques are used  in  conjuction with the  REALTRAIN 

instructional model: 

• Extremelv effective and motivating tactical training can be achieved, to a degree not 
previously realixad. 

• Learning of individual and group tactical skills is enhanced. 

• Troop motivation and interest increases significantly. 

• The method is useful for diagnosing training needs and evaluating combat readiness. 

Utilization: 

The Army Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC) has expedited implementation of the 

REALTRAIN method: 

• REALTRAIN l-also known as SCOPES (Squad Combat Operations Exercises 

(Simulation)-was introduced into infantry units worldwide starting in January 1974. 

• REALTRAIN II and III (a combined arms version including armor, infantry, and antiarmor 

units) is in the process of Army-wide implementation, with initial emphasis on its 
introduction in the U.S. Army Europe (USAREUR). 
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REALTRAIN: A NEW METHOD FOR TACTICAL TRAINING OF SMALL UNITS 

BACKGROUND 

Learning tactical skills on the battlefield Is costly; learning tacti- 
cal skills short of a real combat environment Is difficult. Yet this Is 
precisely the Army's training mission—the training of troops In tactical 
skills and the constant Improvement of the effectiveness and efficiency 
of that training. However, such training has typically not been realistic 
and, therefore, has been of questionable effectiveness In teaching skills 
essential to survival. 

For tactical training there has been no way of effectively simulating 
an enemy with the capability and Incentive to win on the battlefield. For 
obvious safety reasons, real ammunition could not be used against a live 
force. Therefore, there has been no reason for Individuals to take advan- 
tage of cover and concealment and, all too frequently, one observes during 
training tactical behavior that may be self-defeating In battle. 

This report describes the development of an engagement simulation 
training model (REALTRAIN) using casualty assessment techniques to provide 
the proper framework for the learning of tactical skills. The development 
of the training model and supporting casualty assessment techniques provides 
units in the field with the capability of conducting realistic, two-sided 
tactical training engagements. This effort is part of a larger research 
program concerned with techniques for effective combat training. 

The objective of this report is to document the rationale, methodology, 
underlying principles, and development of the REALTRAIN method of training 
and to present an initial assessment of the effectiveness of the method. 
This report supplements other published documents written Jointly by TRADOC 
and ART,1'2 which describe the "how to" aspects of REALTRAIN from the point 
of view of the military user. 

THE 1 RAINING PROBLEM 

Th    Army training mission requires that it take a raw recruit. Introduce 
him to the basic requirements of being a soldier, provide him the skills 
required for his particular Military Occupational Specialty (MOS), and, 
when he is assigned to a unit, provide him further training to broaden 
his MOS skills and to make him an effective member of his unit. 

1 Training Clrculir  7-2, SguM  Combat Oparatlom ExarclM  (Simuntaa) -SCOPES.  Fort  Banning, QA.:  U.S. Army 
Infantry School, 1*73. 

2 Training Cücular 71-S, Tactical Training lor ComblnM Arms Elamantt-REALTRAIN. Fort Knox, KV.: U.S. Army 
Armor School. January 1975. 
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A major part of the Army's training mission la related to collective 
(or group)  training.    At one level a man uust be trained to become a 
proficient member of a crew  (e.g., as the loader for a M60A1 tank or as 
the driver of a ISSram self-propelled howitzer}.     Ac a more complex level 
he and his  fellow team/crew members must learn how to carry out their 
tactical mission on  the battlefield. 

In 1971 the report of the Board for Dynamic Training3 convincingly 
demonstrated the need for Improved collective training In units.    Training 
emphasis had been on the Individual In an Institutional setting  (Army 
"chool or Training Center),  Influenced by the "school" model which centered 
around a traditional classroom-lecture format.    Even in the field, trainees 
could be found listening to lectures  (while sitting in bleachers or on 
the ground).    This orientation did not meet the moat critical training 
problem facing unit  commanders In the field. 

Aa an Illustration of the problems facing the company commander, 
assume, for a moment,  that you are In command of an infantry company: 

You have the responsibility for training your men to Insure 
they are combat ready. What do you have to work with? You 
have limited time that can be devoted to training. Terrain 
available for training la limited. Personnel turnover will 
be a factor. 

You must take a group of individuals and make them work as 
a team ("Eleven men, one mind"—General William DePuy).4 

For a group of men to work as one—leaders and troops 
together—they must learn conmon procedures for carrying 
out  the tasks of combat, I.e., they must  learn tactical 
skills.    They must build upon previously learned Individ- 
ual and equipment-oriented skills;  they must learn how to 
combine them for combat.    Since leaders and soldiers do 
not have the same functions in combat. Junior leaders 
(e.g., platoon and squad leaders) will possess one set 
of skills, enlisted men another.     (Leaders must receive 
"big picture" or "hill and valley" training; troops 
require "rock and bush" training.) 

Your unit training responsibilities, then.  Include 
building upon the individual skills acquired before 
assignment to the unit.    These responsibilities Include 
significant time spent in training for team/crew skills. 

1    U.S. Conlliwntal Army Comnnnd. Report of tn« E3*rd for Oynamle Tninlru. VolumM I 1*71. 

TBADOC RrnipMol J50-«, Training tor Combat. Ft. Bannln«, QAi U.S. Army Combat Tralnln« Board, July 1*74. 
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However, your training responsibility does not stop there. 
You must now give your men the opportunity to le<»m to 
apply their individual and group skills.    You must insure 
that your men learn where individual and group skills should 
be used in combat and when they should be used.    Your men 
must learn to act and react in relation to an intelligent 
enemy.    They must learn the standard technique required for 
a given tactical situation and what to do when the combat 
situation dictates a variation from the standard  technique. 
The individual foot soldiers must learn to be decision 
makers.    In addition,  they must learn the capabilities of 
tactical weapons, how to use them effectively and how to 
minimize their effects when in the hands of the enemy. 

Your responsibilities also include diagnosing performance 
deficiencies of your men—as individuals  and as  teams. 
You must then be able to determine what  additional training 
is required  to bring your men up  to desired levels of 
tactical proficiency. 

RATIONALE AND GUIDELINES OF THE RESEARCH 

Directing their efforts toward a unit environment such as that described 
above, ARI scientists  initiated a program of research to produce  improved, 
performance-based methods of training and evaluation.    They wnnted to break 
away from the institutional model and to develop  techniques  for use within 
the unit. 

Orginally,  this research sought to develop a method for evaluating 
individual tactical performance under simulated battlefield conditions. 
To develop a simulation of the tactical environment in which a man's 
performance could be assessed,  it was felt necessary to construct job 
situations that would demand that he act as he would be expected to on 
a battlefield.    Because of the close and direct relationship between 
training and evaluation in performance-oriented training,   it is not 
surprising that the environment developed  for testing became a powerful 
vehicle for training.    The rationale which provided the basis for the 
initial development of  the assessment situations  led directly tc  the 
REALTRAIN method for tactical training. 

Two conceptual frameworks  influenced much of  the early development. 
In the more general one, man is one component of  the system in which he 
operates; performauce standards are established for him in terms of the 
outputs required of him for effective system functioning.     Uhlaner6 

has outlined a general rationale for specifying human performance in 

5    Unitntr, J. E. Human pwformanc«, lob«, and lyiwcm p./cnoiogy-Tht lyttaim niMUiranwnt bM. ARI Tactinlcal 
Report $-2, Octobw 1970. 



system terms which would permit the study of such performance In relation- 
ship to other system elements on an Interactional basis.    In tha develop- 
ment  of performance situations an early decision was made that  a man's 
performance was to be evaluated on the basis of his  role as related to 
the operational mission of his unit and his Interaction with Interfacing 
system components. 

The second general  framework reflects the distinction between norm- 
referenced and criterion-referenced testa.    A basic premise of the design 
of the performance situations for this research was that "success in 
battle" was the standard against which all performances were to be 
evaluated and that all intermediate criteria should be established 
accordingly.     Relative measures were considered less  significant  for thib 
purpose.    The concern was  to be:     Can the soldier successfully perform 
the tasks required of him—not how well did he perform them relative 
to other men in his unit? 

At  the outset only a general concept existed of how performance 
testing in combat arms  skills could be accomplished to permit evaluation 
of individual performance  in an overall systems context.    A number of 
models of performance tests in combat skills existed.6'7-8 However, these 
evaluated separately the individual skill components of combat Jobs and 
were developed primarily to determine the relative effectiveness of 
training treatments.    Thus their rationale was quite different  from 
that  Involved with developing proficiency measures  that could be employed 
in Army units on a continuing basis. 

The aim of this project was to combine the two concepts, of integrated 
performance testing and criterion-referenced testing,  using performance 
criteria derived from the overall system in which the  individual was 
operating.    These concepts are particularly important  for combat profi- 
clencv,  since no Job  requires a more totally integrated involvement of 
the     jmponent parts or inflicts so high a penalty for component  failure. 
In tue combat situation no individual action is without danger or possible 
influence on the overall situation. 

Initial work on the project resulted in a set of general guidelines 
for a.1l of the subsequent developmental efforts.    These guidelines, of 
course, continued to evolve and be refined. 

• B.k.r, Robwt A.. M.thtr,. Boyd L., and RoKh, Eu««fw Q. Th« «flKti of incr.Ming and (McrMSlng training tima on 
proflclancy In tlw critical armor iklllt (Tachnlcal Rtport ii). Alaxandrla, Va.i Human Ratourc« RaaaarcK 
Organliation, Juna 1959. 

7 

I 

Nichols. T. F., Ward, J. S.. Footc«. N. I.. Brown, F. Q., and RoMnquNt, H. s. Parformanc* avaluatlon of M«ht w«apon> 
Infantryman (MOS 111.0), graduatM of tna Advanced Individual Training couria (ATP ;-17) (Tachnlcal Raport 11). 
Alaxandrla, Va.: Human Raiourcat RaaaarcK Organization. Dacambar 19(2. 

Schwartz, Shapard, and Floyd, Arthur, Jr. Improving tactical training tor tank commandaru Ta»t davalopmant and 
warformanca atMttmant (Tachnlcal Raport 12). Alaxandrla, Va.: Human Raaourca* Rataarch Organliatlon March 
»»»J. 
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Content Validity; Content validity for the combat performance situa- 
tions was to be achieved by careful design of the performance situations 
so that Job duties, work conditions, and outputs of the combat soldier 
were accurately reflected. Performance situations were based on tasks 
and conditions recognized and agreed upon by experts (combat-experienced 
mllltar;' personnel) as accurate reflections of the combat environment 
and upon official doctrine as stated In appropriate Army publications. 

Situatlonal Framework: The most meaningful segments of the combat 
soldier's activities were described in such terms as "squad in the 
assault," "movement to contact" and "reconnaissance patrolling." 
Individual soldier skills, such as first aid, navigation, and marksman- 
ship, seemed to require a situatlonal context before it was possible to 
define what was critical. The decision was made to use general combat 
situations as the context for the performance tests, rather than defining 
Job requirements by developing exhaustive, detailed lists of Job tasks 
and duties.  While such lists serve many useful purposes, tasks are 
abstracted from the work environment and may lose their situation or 
Job context; the Integrity of the situation, once lost, is difficult to 
recapture. In order to overcome this problem, the situatlonal or unit 
framework was utilized to provide a meaningful context to maintain the 
integrity of combat performance. 

Product Measurement: The critical concern in proficiency evaluation 
is whether the individual can get the Job done.  Therefore, the measure- 
ment objective was to record data that indicated whether the defined Job 
had been successfully performed (product measurement) rather than whether 
correct processes or techniques had been employed (procets measurement). 

Integrated Skill Testing; Since the situatlonal approach was to be 
followed in ttst development, the individual would have to be able to 
euploy all the skills he felt the situation required. This meant that 
it was necessary to devise methods whereby he could meaningfully employ 
all of his normal resources.  If the soldier were told to assault a 
position with his squad, he would expect to have (simulated) artillery 
support, grenades, smoke cover, etc., available to him.  He would then 
have to select and employ those resources demanded by the situation in 
order to be successful. 

Responsive Test Situations:  In performance testing it is important 
that the environment provide feedback to the test subject in the same 
manner and degree as ".he real situation would.  Combat presents a rapidly 
changing series of events to which the Individual has to respond. This 
responsiveness is in Itself a major performance requirement for the 
combat soldier; it is as critical to know when to employ various weapons 
and tactics as it is to know how to use them. The simulated tactical 
environment must, in turn, change as a consequence of the soldier's 
actions. 

- 5 - 
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Simulation;    Fundamental to the feasibility of implementing these 
performance testing concepts was the requirement to simulate those situa- 
tlonal elements that could not be permitted to operate normally.    The 
obvious case in this application was the use of real ammunition.    It was 
decided that whenever simulation was required,  it would be accomplished 
as simply as possible, without reliance on sophisticated equipment,  consis- 
tent with the need to create the psychological environment as realistically 
as possible  for the individual.     In simulating the battle environment 
several ground rules were  established: 

• The perceived cues   to which  the soldier would respond should be 
as similar as possible to those of the combat situation. 

• Tne soldier should hav.^ the opportunity to respond to the 
situation as he would In combat. 

• The situation should  change realistically as a result of the 
soldier's actions. 

• Tie  individual must  be  In and part of the simulation Itself, 
rather than a passive observer. 

Those generalized principles were  initially applied to develop tests 
for the combat Infantryman  and the armor crewman.     For each Military 
Occupational Specialty   (MOS)  a series of combat  situations was  designed 
in which the Individual had to operate as a member of a  squad or crew. 

METHODOLOGY 

DEVELOPMENT   OF CASUALTY ASSESSMENT TECHNIQUES 

To provide the realism required for two-sided,  free-play exercises, 
a credible means of assessing casualties was developed.     Engagement 
simulation became a reality with the development of a  casualty  assessment 
technique  for the basic  infantry weapon,   the M16 rifle.     The development 
of the casualty assessment  technique for the M16 and the development  of 
techniques  for other Infantry and armor weapons  represented the break- 
through necessary to simulate the  tactical environment. 

Infantry exercises  are centered around the M16.     Each soldier's 
weapon is  equipped with a 6X telescope   (Figure 1),  and  all participants 
must wear 3" high black two-digit numbers on their helmets.    These 
numbers can be read with  the telescope at distances up   to 250 meters. 
Opponents  try to read each other's numbers using the telescope   (Figure 2), 
an action analogous to aligning the rifle sights on a  target.     When a 
■ran on one side identifies  a number, he  fires a blank  round and reports 
the number to a controller;9  the  controller than radios  the number to 

Controller,  ara  «dmlnlttrativa  paraonnai accompanying aach  tactical element  who  a»s«» catualtlas. commonirata 
caujaltlat, and activata tlmulativa dvvlcov 
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a controller with the opposing force, and the man whose number was  Identi- 
fied Is assessed as a casualty.    This can be accomplished in 5-10 seconds. 
In this way both aides can  inflict casualties with effective M16 fire  in 
a manner very similar to combat. 

IWrfllWHTIMGCLAMf* 

Figure 1. REALTRAIN I, M16 scope mount 

Figure 2.  REALTRAIN scoping procedure 
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For each of the weapons  tound In an infantry squad or platoon,  there 
Is  a similar casualty assessment technique.    The M60 machine gun is 
employed with the gunner firing blanks while the assistant gunner uses 
binoculars to identify opponents' numbers.    The light antitank weapon 
(LAW)  and 90nin recolless rifle are equipped with range-calibrated sighting 
plates   (Figure 3) which a controller looks through during a simulated 
engagement to determine hits.     Casualties with the TOW10antltank weapon 
are  determined by a controller  sighting through an accessory  telescope 
mounted on the outside of the weapon  (Figure 4).    Simulated Claymore 
antipersonnel mines are set up  in the normal  fashion and the detonation 
simulated with a grenade simulator burled behind it and vlred to the 
firing mechanism.    The controller assesses casualties on the basis of the 
position of the Claymore and the number of personnel within effective 
range of the weapon when fired.     If the firer  is in an exposed position 
too close behind the Claymore,  he may also be assessed as a casualty 
from the backblast of the mine. 

For the M60 tank,  the controller's   telescope is mounted in the breech 
of   the main gur..    When the controller in the  tank determines  that the 
main gun is  centered on a target at the time of simulated i.'^act, he 
assesses a casualty.    The controller then radios the number of  the tank 
or other vehicle that was hit  to the controller on the other side who 
removes the vehicle from action. 

REAR PLATE 
L    JJ  
, —SSr; «  ^»^ CLEAR LEX AN PLASTIC PLATES FRONT PLATE 

RANGE CIRCLES/SIGHTING CROSSHAIR 

4  INSIDE FACE VI 

cigüre 3. M72A2 light antitank weapon (LAW) sighting plates 

TOW • Tutw-launcKM, optically track«), wir* command linked «uldad mlttll« lyitam. 
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Figure 4.  REALTRAIN TOW controller optics mount 

Artillery fire Is  realistically simulated by detonating artillery 
simulators at the actual point requested  (by Infantry personnel) based 
on map coordinates,  Indirect fire "call" procedures and "timea" to impact. 
The rounds are placed by administrative personnel who are directed by a 
Fire Direction controller who in  turn receives  fire requests from the 
forward observer or unit  leader in the simulated engagement.    When simu- 
lated rounds are detonated by artillery throwers, controllers assess 
casualties within the "kill radius" of the simulated artillery round and 
take them out of action. 

In order to coordinate these diverse elements and  Integrate tl   n into 
an effective combat simulation,  control personnel on both sides arc  ui 
direct communication with each other and with a Net Control Station  (NCS). 
This  control communication net is,  in a very real sense, the lifeline of 
the exercises.    It carries the communications by which controllers main- 
tain the real-time responsiveness  of the simulations and simultaneously 
Informs the NCS of events as they occur.    Personnel at the NCS record 
casualties and significant events for use in the After Action Reviews 
(Figure 5). 

Given these casualty assessment techniques and a group of trained 
controllers, a wide range of infantry and armor missions can be practiced 
under very realistic conditions.    By combining Infantry, armor, and anti- 
armor techniques,  full combined arms exercises can be staged. 

- 9 - 
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Figure 5. Net Control Station data recording 
sheet. 

DEVELOPMENT OF THE REALTRAIN MODEL 

In Che course of early developmental tryouts In the field to refine 
the performance situations, members of the research team found that with 
each repetition of a performance exercise their own tactical behavior 
Improved.  For example, they quickly learned appropriate concealment 
tactics when attacking a defended position or proper search behavior 
when looking for an enemy from a defensive bunker. When soldiers subse- 
quently participated during developmental trvouts, a second phenomenon 
was noted: troops were highly motivated by uhe competitive nature of 
the two-sided exercises and the credible simulation of combat. 

At this point it became clear that the main thrust of the research 
should be toward developing the training potential of the engagement 
simulation exercises. 

This led ARI scientists to develop a tactical training model which 
Incorporated the emerging engagement simulation/casualty assessment 
techniques with established principles of effective instruction.  Th« 
resulting model (Figure 6) is discussed in the following section. 
Table 1 presents the learning principles on which the model is based, 
coupled with their corresponding REALTRAIN characteristics. 

- 10 
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Figure 6.  REALTRAIN training model 

Table  i 

LEARNING PRINCIPLES  AND CORRESPONDING  REALTRAIN  CHARACTERISTICS 

Learning Principle REALTRAIN  Practice 

Motivation to  learn 

Realism 

Discovery   learning 

Transfer of  training 

Reinforcement 

Discrimination   learning 
Generalization   learning 

Overleaming 

Hierarchical   learning 

Association 

Retention 

Vicarious  learning 

Two-sided competition 

Free-play  scenario 
Simulated weapons  effects 

Free-play  scenario 
Inciedlate  feedback 

Performance  orientation 
Functional  context 

Imnedlate  feedback  on 
consequences  of  actions 

After  Action Review 

Realistic  situations  for 
learning when and where 
to  apply  previously   learned 
skills 

Repetition 

Simple   to complex exercises 

Combat   stimuli 

Repeated practice 

After  Action Review 
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The model Is basically very simple;  properly implemented,   it can be 
very powerful.    With  the REALTRAIN method,  training,   in the conventional 
sense of having an  instructor tell an  Individual what  to do,   is minimized 
or postponed until that  individual has  learned as much as possible  for 
himself.     Part of  this  learning  involves his  finding out for himself what 
he actually can and cannot do,  or what  he knows and does not  know. 

The  following paragraphs are kev-n  directly to the model   (Figure  6). 

Develop Exercise.     A unit  comaander or other training manager must 
first decide what needs  to be  learned.     The  first REALTRAIN exercise 
should be  relatively simple and designed to teach some basic element  of 
tactical performance—such as  the conduct of an attack on a defended 
position using only the M16 rifle.    Later exercises  can employ additional 
reaources.     The training manager selects terrain and  insures  that neces- 
sary equipment  and personnel ar» available.     He must  prepare  a brief 
description of the tactic il situation  that will provide the desired 
learning situation,     rhere is no need  to prepare a detailed scenario; 
the two competing forces will  develop  the scenario as  the simulated 
engagement  progresses. 

Conduct  Exercise.     During an  exercise,  both  sides  are  free  to execute 
their missions as  required by the situation.     Leaders  of the  units being 
trained make plans,   issue orders,  and attempt  to Insure that  the orders 
are  properly executed.     Individual  squad members   interpret  and  execute 
tha orders  using  relevant  skills and knowledge.    Once  the problem starts, 
no halts  are made  for   Instruction and  critique.     When  an  Individual 
chooses a course of action, he and his  unit have to  live with   Its 
consequences.     In this way, an  individual  receives  tht  full   Impact of 
th*  total  experience.     Over the course  of a series  of exercises,  success- 
ful and unsuccessful behavior becoces  clearly defined. 

Conduct After Action Review.     Upon completion of  an exerclsti,  the 
•econd phase of  learning occurs.    An After Action Review is  held with 
all participants.    As part of  the REALTRAIN procedures a sequential 
record of  events  Is kept during each engagement at  the Net Control 
Station.   (See Figure  5.)    This  record—which  includes each casualty, 
the time at which  it occurred,  and the weapon used—provides  a eulde 
for the discussion of  events during the  review.    The  review begins with 
a brief description of  the leader's plan on each side.    Usirg the  record 
■haet,  the  review leader then takes each event  In chronological order, 
getting participants  to describe exactly what happened.    He only talks 
to drive home  teaching points  related  to appropriate  tactical  behavior. 

During an exercise  an individual may have  realized that  he did some- 
thing wrong but not know exactly why  it was wrong.     During the After 
Action Review,  the "enemy" can tell him.    This  is the particularly unique 
learning  feature  in REALTRAIN.     The  individual  is told, not what an 
instructor or trainer thought he did wrong, but what   the opposition 
actuallv heard or saw that led to his   failure. 
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The After Action Review Is not a  critique; theee sessions are designed 
to be Informative.  Everyone should have an opportunity to speak.  The 
role of the person conducting the review, however, Is extremely Important. 
He must be familiar with the requirements of the exercise and must have 
observed the exercise.  He must also be properly trained to conduct an 
After Action Review. His role Is to: 

* Initiate and suutaln the review; 

* get the participants to describe what happened In their own terms; 

* direct the review In such a manner that Important lessons will 
surface; 

* show how participants' experiences were related to possible 
courses of action that might have affected the outcome. 

Analyze Tactical Perfonnance and Make Training Decision.  After an 
exercise and the After Action Review are completed, senior unit personnel 
analyze the exercise and make one of three decisions:  1) is remedial 
training required to Improve Individual or crew skills, 2) should the 
same basic exercise be repeated, or 3) should the scope of the exercise 
be expanded to Include the employment of new tactics, weapons, or other 
Items of equipment? 

Conduct Remedial Training. After REALTRAIN exercises make specific 
skill deficiencies clear to everyone, remedial training in individual 
and team skills can be accomplished. Remedial training should occur 
quickly and Informally, providing the specific information needed to 
correct performance deficiencies.  It should not explain more than is 
needed.  Informal, on-the-spot Instruction has been shown to be effective 
in promoting the required learning. 

Repeat Exercise. A given two-sided, free-play exercise may be 
repeated a number of times until the unit commander's training objectives 
are attained.  No two REALTRAIN exercises will be exactly the same; 
participants will learn something new each time. 

Expand Exercise.  Once the basic elements of tactical perfonnance are 
satisfactorily learned, more advanced learning objectives can be intro- 
duced until a squad or platoon can effectively carry out all of its 
assigned missions.  This feature of the REALTRAIN model can also be used 
st a more sophisticated level in training infantry and armor units to 
work together in a combined arms operation. Training Circular 71-5, 
REALTRAIN, "describes in detail the aoplicatlon of the model to such 
combined prms exercises. 

1' Tralnlnt circulw 71-i. Hit, op.clt. 
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Used according to this model, REALTRAIN engagement simulation exer- 
cises provide an unparalleled opportunity for simultaneous training, 
diagnosis, and feedback for all members of a unit.  For long-term mainte- 
nance of skills. It Is necessary to continue to run exercises for trained 
personnel on a regular basis. Such exercises should cover current unit 
missions under varying terrain, weather, and light conditions so that 
a unit can encounter as nsny potential variations as possible. 

Table 2 provides some concrete examples of how the training provided 
by the REALTRAIN method dlffeu from standard tactical training exercises. 

Table 2 

COMPARISON OF REALTRAIN AND STANDARD TACTICAL TRAINING EXERCISES 

REALTRAIN Exercises Standard Exercises 

Exercises are free play with out- 
comes dictated by action and 
counteractions taken by opponents 

Indirect fire delivered at locations 
specified by participants upon 
their proper request 

Casualty assessment based on 
objective determination by 
controller 

Control personnel remain tactical 
and do not compromise participant 
locations 

Individuals can see direct results 
of their actions 

Most tactical weapons employed 
as In combat 

Tactical behavior Is produced 
naturally by the situation 

Detailed objective review of 
performance Inmedlately after 
exercise, involving all 
participants 

Action and outcomes proceed 
according to preplanned 
scenario 

Indirect fire placed at 
discretion of control personnel 

Casualty assessment based on 
subjective judgment of control 
personnel 

Control and administrative 
personnel are visible, and 
paidcipants must ignore them 

Individual actions may have 
little impact on outcomes 

Weapons effects generally esti- 
mated; many weapons not employed 

Tactical behavior occurs only if 
scenario or controllers require 
it 

Subjective critique of performance, 
by senior personnel 
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FIE.D TRYOUT AND ASSESSMENT 

FIELD TRIALS OF THE REALTRAIN METHOD 

During the developmental phase of the REALTRAIN method numerous field 
trials were conducted In order to refine procedures for applying the 
training method and to demonstrate the feasibility, practicality, and 
credibility of the component casualty assessment techniques. These 
field trials ranged from the research team's participation In small-scale 
REALTRAIN exercises to establish the Initial casualty assessment and 
training procedures, to large-scale exercises Involving a sizable number 
of troops, extensive equipment resources, and large areas of terrain. 

Following the Initial trials with research team personnel. Infantry 
exercises were tried out with a limited .lumber of enlisted personnel at 
Fort Meade, Maryland In March 1973. More extensive field work, at Fort 
Bennlng, Georgia In July and August 1973 used troops from the 197th 
Infantry Brigade.  During October 1973, preliminary mechanized Infantry 
and armor REALTRAIN exercises were field tested at Fort Carson, Colorado, 
using personnel from the 4th Infantry Division (Mechanized). REALTRAIN I 
(Infantry) exercises were further field tested In November 1973, this 
time In the federal Republic of Germany with infantry troops from the 
3rd Armored Division (ÜSAREUR). During May and June 1974 a series of 
combined arms REALTRAIN exercises—including REALTRAIN I (Infantry), 
II (Armor), and III (Antiarmor)—were field tested, again in ÜSAREUR. 

Before a research organization reconmends implementation of a new 
training method it is accepted practice to determine empirically whether 
the new method works and how well it works—the degree to which training 
objectives are achieved, and the nature of the skill acquisition curve— 
and to compare the new method with the method it was designed to replace. 
This was not done with REALTRAIN. The decision was made b> the Training 
and Doctrine Command (TRADOC) to implement the method before the standard 
validation procedures had been conducted.13 

There are a number of reasons for this unusual decision:  (1) the 
heavy cost of conducting an evaluarion of a new unit training technique 
in the field;13(2) the rapid and enthusiastic acceptance of the method 
by troops and commanders; (3) the overwhelming face validity; and (4) 
the fact that no technique for realistic tactical training had previously 
existed. 

2 ■"J* •tan<',r<' »•"»•tloo proMdur... howavw. m.y not IM appiiciDI« bccauM of lh. currant rack of tiiltaM* tactical 
crltarlon maasuras and unit parformanca maauiramant technlqu«. 

" «^r-,,lI1*.!L,,IOn ?' '^0',• ,h* ,u,>port '»oulrad to conduct avan tha llmltad flald tryout of tn. combined arm> 
REALTRAIN axarclN at Wlldflackan training araa In Qarmany In Juna 1»74 Includad ona armor company confuting of 

Ji" pl•,oon, 0, "*• ,■nk, ••eh- on* 'nfantry company, and ttiraa antlarmor TOW nctlont. ThaM unit, wara 
providad to ABI for a parlod of about ona month. In addition, about a third of tha Wlldflackan Training Araa 
(approxlmataly 12 tquara kllornatars) was commlttad to tha REALTRAIN tryout. along with an augmantad supply of 
training ammunition. Although tha «uppon rapratanti a ilgnlflcant and much appraclatad commltmant of USAREUR 
«»ourca«. tha llmltad numbar of pl.toon. and nuadf pracludad tha collactlon of tufflclont data to warrant rlgoroui 
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INITIAL ASSESSMENT OF REALTRAIN EFFECTIVENESS 

During field testing of combined arms REALTRAIN exercises In USAREUR 
In May and June 1974, a limited effort was made to collect data on changes 
In performance as a result of the REALTRAIN experience and on participants' 
perceptions of the training provided by the REALTRAIN method. The refine- 
ment of the REALTRAIN method for combined arms tactical training was the 
major purpose of this field tryout. Because of this priority, and because 
of methodological problems of quantitatively measuring unit performance, 
the data collected during these 1974 exercises were necessarily limited; 
they may at best be described as suggestive of poc jible trends in 
performance improvement. 

Data on Performance Improvement. An example will show the nature of 
the performance improvements found. During a series of exercises, three 
tank platoons participated in three different two-sided exercises: an 
ambush, a combat outpost operation, and a village clearing operation. 
Each of the three exercises was repeated three times. (The actual number 
of tanks participating in an exercise varied tiom exercise to exercise.) 
The opposition in each exercise consisted of an infantry squad and a TOW 
section. Table 3 shows the losses incurred by the three tank platoons 
for each repetition of each exercise. The platoons showed consistent 
progress in reducing their losses in each of the exercise situations; 
with practice they were learning the tactical skills necessary for 
battlefield survival. 

Table 3 

PERCENT OF TANKS LOST DURING EACH REPETITION OF 
THREE TACTICAL EXERCISES 

Exercise Repetition Percent Tanks Lost 

Ambush 1 
2 
3 

73 
50 
36 

Combat Outpost 
Operation 

1 
2 
3 

86 
79 
62 

Vll1age Clearing 
Operation 

1 
2 
3 

73 
73 
64 
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Several factors Influence Che interpretation of the results: 

• The sample size was extremely small: three tank platoons. (Even 
this limited number of platoons represented a sizable support 
commitment—a total of 15 tanks and 60 men participated at various 
times during the REALTRAIN exercises.) 

• Simulated tactical operations were carried much further than would 
be the case in combat. To establish a clear "victory," engagements 
were continued beyond the point at which contact would normally 
be broken and withdrawal occur. Therefore, the loss figures in 
the table are higher than they would normally be in combat. 

• During repetitions of a given REALTRAIN exercise, both attacking 
and defending forces gain experience, with increasing tactical 
proficiency on one side likely to be counterbalanced by the 
increasing proficiency of the other side. 

Results of Participant Questionnaire. At the conclusion of the 
USAREUR exercises, participants were administered a questionnaire to 
assess their attitudes toward the training they had Just received.14 

The results showed that: 

• Fifty-four percent of the respondents felt that they were not 
combat ready before participating in the REALTRAIN exercises; 
24% felt they were only minimally qualified; only 227.  felt they 
were combat ready before the REALTRAIN exercises. 

• Eighty percent felt that the REALTRAIN exercises increased their 
tactical proficiency; 16% felt the exercises made little difference; 
4% felt less prepared. 

• Seventy-four percent liked the REALTRAIN exercises; 15Z felt they 
were "OK," while HZ said they did not enjoy the exercises. More 
important, however, 58% said they would like to "switch over to 
this type of training as much as possible"; 31% said they would 
like a mixture of REALTRAIN training and more conventional training; 
only 11% said they would rather "go back to the old type of training." 

• Eighty-five percent expressed the opinion that the exercises were 
valuable in gaining experience in their MOS; 15% said the exercises 
made little difference or made things more confusing. 

• Sixty-six percent felt REALTRAIN exercised were more valuable for 
training than an equivalent amount of time in Basic Combat Training; 
89% said they were more valuable than the same amount of time in 
Advanced Individual Training. 

14 
Th# quMtlonnalrt w« •dmpni,t«r«d to 45 tank cr«wm«n and light waapon Infantryman. No antiarmor parsonnal« 
Includad. Tha 90%confldanea limit» for aach parcantaga ara approxlmataly * 12*. 
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• Similarly, BOX  and 86%, respectively, felt REALTRAIN exercises 
were more valuable than a similar amount of time spent In conven- 
tional Basic Unit Training and Operational Readiness Training. 

• Eighty-six percent felt they were more effective team members as 
a result of participating in the exercises. 

• Eighty-seven percent felt that they did a better job each time they 
went through the series of engagements. 

• Eighty-four percent considered the After Action Review to be a 
valuable part of the learning experience. 

DEVELOPMENT OF TACTICAL SKILLS 

Field trials also provided valuable Information on the general patterns 
of skill progression in a unit tactical environment. At the small unit 
level a tactical skill development pattern emerges. When a unit first 
participates in REALTRAIN exercises, defensive forces win the Initial 
engagements. It is more difficult to conduct an offense than a defense. 
The attacking force must expose Itself, coordinate separate moving elements, 
maintain momentum, find the enemy; the defense is stationary and fights 
from prepared positions. Even though the offense has numerical superior- 
ity (3 to 1 in a typical infantry assault/defense engagement) it usually 
does not win initial engagements. 

After the first several engagements, the offense starts correcting 
Its mistakes, which usually Include failure to use cover and concealment 
properly, too rapid movement, and uncoordinated individual efforts. The 
defense, having been successful in the past, may not appreciably alter 
its tactical behavlcr.  Thus, the offense begins to win.  This, in turn, 
promotes changes in Che defense, so that both sides improve. Specific 
defensive skills begin to emerge: effective use of Claymore antipersonnel 
mines, improved use of camouflage, more effective use of outposts, and 
improved artillery utilization. Learning continues until, after a number 
of REALTRAIN tactical engagement exercises, unit personnel are performing 
at a level approaching that of experienced combat soldiers (as judged 
by experienced Army personnel). 

The following lists exemplify types of tactical skills observed 
during Infantry REALTRAIN exercises which have not usually been observed 
during past unit training exercises. 
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Individual Tactical Skills 

• Man moved undetected across 250 meters to within hand grenade 
range of defensive positions. 

* Men employed hand grenades accurately without leaving prone 
position. 

• Men Ingeniously placed hasty minefields to cover unobserved and 
unprotected areas. 

* Fire team leaders navigated 1,000 meters to within 50 meters of 
objective. 

* Fire team leaders brought Indirect fire on enemy positions with 
two adjustments. 

• Squad leaders and fire team leaders Issued operation orders 
(para III) without prior Instruction to do so. 

Group Tactical Skills 

• Squads and fire teams spontaneously perfected communication 
control procedures such as voice, whistles, smoke. 

* Squads employed elements to provide fire support upon known 
or suspected enemy positions. 

* Squads regrouped efter suffering casualties and attacked from 
a different direction. 

* Fire teams withdrew from breached positions and counterattacked. 

* Squads employed direct fire to suppress defensive positions, 
allowing the unit to cross open areas. 

Significant training also occurs for officer and enlisted leaders, 
who experience the demands of combat leadership. This leadership 
training is unique and extremely Important; it develops appropriate 
leader tactical behaviors which underlie the effectiveness of all 
combat leadership. 

Leaders learn, for example, specific lessons, personal vulnerability* 
difficulties in maintaining command and control, and effective and 
ineffective tactics. The realization of personal vulnerability comes as 
very much of a surprise to many leaders. In exercises prior to REALTRAIN 
they were able to do whatever was necessary to control their units, to 
stand up, shout, or wave their arms. Such actions quickly result in 
the leader becoming a casualty in REALTRAIN exercises. The first several 
times that this happens the unit usually becomes ineffective for lack of 
an affective chain of command.  In subsequent engagements, the leader 
begins to avoid becoming a casualty, at the cost of seriously degrading 
his ability to control his unit. He must then place greater emphasis 
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on SOP's, alternate communication systems, and delegation of authority. 
He quickly learns also that he must have mastered the basic requirements 
of his Job—such as command and control, planning, and artillery adjust- 
ment—so that he will have time to concentrate on the tactics to use and 
the probable decisions to make under pressure. If this Is not the case, 
the simultaneous demands of combat leadership will quickly render him 
ineffective. 

In addition to observing the development of these tactical behaviors, 
the research team and military observers found frequent Indications of 
the motivating nature of REALTRAIN training.  Soldiers often would not 
want to leave the training area, requesting to participate In more 
exercises even under very unpleasant weather conditions. Off-duty discus- 
sions were frequently observed among soldiers about their moat recent 
engagements. Soldiers also volunteered to train on weekends In order to 
compete against other units, and disciplinary problems during the tryout 
periods were minimal or totally absent. 

SURVEY ON UTILIZATION OF REALTRAIN I 

REALTRAIN I (Infantry) was Intplemented for Infantry small unit tacti- 
cal training late In January 1974 as SCOPES (Squad Combat Operations 
Exercises (Simulation)). ARI conducted a survey on the extent of 
utilization of SCOPES In the U.S. Army at the end of approximately one 
year. The specific objectives of the survey were: 1) to determine who 
was using SCOPES (as of 24 February 1975) and to what extent; 2) to 
obtain users' comments about utilization problems; and 3) to determine 
how much SCOPES equipment was located in what areas, and at what level 
It was controlled. The results and conclusions of the survey are 
summarized here. 

Of of 47 commands queried, 39 responded to the survey. Only one 
organization which had received the necessary SCOPES equipment had not 
conducted at least one SCOPES training exercise. In the responding 
commands, a total of 494 company-size units had conducted at least one 
exercise as of 24 February 1975. At that time 14,799 sets of SCOPES 
equipment (6X telescopes and number sets) were In the field worldwide 
(out of a total procurement of approximately 30,000 sets). Positive 
comments from commanders, trainers, and trainees far outnumbered 
critical comments. 

Positive Comments. A representative sample of specific positive 
comments reported In the survey gives users' perceptions of the general 
benefits of thlc type of training, the major lessons learned by 
participating soldiers, and different areas of SCOPES application. 
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General Btrmfitt from SCOP£S 

• "Extremely useful for small unit level tactical training." 

• "Very beneficial—adding greatly to training realism." 

• "Made soldiers aware of Importance of cover and concealment during 
tactical training....Made both leaders and soldiers aware that an 
attack does not progress nearly as fast as Imagined.... Use resulted 
In higher morale and motivation of Individual soldiers." 

• "SCOPES has proven Itself to be a valuable training tool. Used 
correctly It provides lnmedlate feedback on Individual as well as 
unit success or failure." 

• "In almost all cases the user reactions reflected that SCOPES was 
realistic, competitive, and highly motivational In nature. Almost 
all of the participants had a sense of personal accomplishment, 
growth, and individual recognition at the termination of the 
exercises." 

• "Individual soldiers and units are very enthusiastic when training 
with SCOPES. The training is challenging to individual soldiers 
as well as weapons crews, facilitating competition and Job 
satisfaction. ." 

• "It Instills unit competition, the desicf to succeed.  Individ- 
ual soldiers sre motivated to 'do their part to insure their 
unit accomplishes its mission. SCOPES results in considerable 
peer pressure which further reinforces the 'will to win' 
attitude." 

• "Soldier response and acceptance was enthusiastic.  Small unit 
leaders and staff officers were impressed with the motivation 
and realism which SCOPES provided for the Infantry squad." 

Lestons Learned 

• "This type of training forced everyone to use available cover 
and concealment, movement techniques and fire discipline. 
Furthermore, it emphasized the reed for hand and arm signals, 
noise discipline and marksmanship techniques..." 

• "The SCOPES training technique clearly points out the small unit 
leader's control problems.  In the initial SCOPES exercises 
control clearly broke down into individual 'cowboy and Indian' 
fights. Definite improvement in the squad leader's capability 
Co control his squad was demonstrated by the fourth SCOPES squad 
attack exercise where, in most cases, the squad leaders were 
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moving fire teams Instead of Individuals. During the SCOPES 
training exercises, the competitive spirit contributed greatly 
to Improved Individual camouflage techniques and aggressiv* 
movement utilizing all available cover and concealment." 

SCOPES Applications: 

• "SCOPES training techniques are useful In an ATC" (Army 
Training Center). 

• "Throughout all the ROTC Basic and Advanced Camps, SCOPES 
training was received with great enthusiasm by cadets, cadre, 
and visitors alike." 

• "SCOPES training techniques have a high degree of potential 
value to combat arms units.  In particular, here In Berlin 
SCOPES training has been shown to be extremely effective In 
all phases of Combat-ln-the Cities training. Not only In 
sniper training but also In house-to-house clearing operations, 
SCOPES techniques provide for realistic play between attacking 
and defending forces." 

Negative Comments. Relevant i egatlve comments on SCOPES serve to 
pinpoint problem areas requiring further unit training research, hardware 
modifications, or changed Implementation. For each problem area sample 
comments are quoted and discussed. 

Problem:   Extrem Control 

* "Units felt that training above platoon level was difficult 
because of the large number of controllers needed." 

• "There are nuisance problems In coranand and control In that 
umpire and communications requirements are extensive If accurate 
and timely casualty assessment Is to be achieved." 

Discussion: While controller requirements Tä/ seem excessive even 
at squad and platoon level, controllers are learning as much. If not 
more, than the troops they are accompanying. Research to be initiated 
during FY 76 will investigate techniques for reducing controller 
requirements. 

Problem:   Increased Requirement! for Training Ammunition 

• "SCOPES training requires  increased amounts of ammunition, 
radios, and control personnel, depending on the size exercise 
(company, platoon, squad) conducted.    Serious attention should 
be given to revising the CTA  (Common Table of Allowances)   for 
training ammunition if SCOPES techniques are to be fully utilized. 
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• "The ammunition and pyrotechnic requirements necessary to 
conduct SCOPES la not provided for by current CTA's." 

Pia cues Ion; TRADOC la modifying the CTA for training annunltlon to 
reflect the need for Increased expenditures during REALTRAIN exercises. 
When the Army fields Its new squad radio (current projection Is FY 78) 
the number of AN/PRC-77 radios required would be considerably reduced. 

Problem:    Limited Applktbillty of SCOPES at Night 

• "SCOPES cannot be used during hours of darkness." 

• "Has limited applicability at night...." 

Discussion:    Research being initiated in FY 76 will specifically 
address  this problem. 

Problem:   Sighting Through 6X Telefcopes 

• "Too much time needed to adjust eye focus in mobile exercise...." 

• "The scope has extremely poor eye relief and adjustment is 
difficult even tu well trained cadre personnel." 

Discussion: Learning to use the telescope is a hand-to-eye coordi- 
nation skill. Procedures for readily acquiring this skill are detailed 
In TC 7-2. This is mandatory prerequisite training that is often deleted, 
by practicing units. With proper training soldiers will become proficient 
in use of the telescope. The large majority of persons using SCOPES 
have not raised this objection. However, cost-effectiveness analysis 
should be conducted on the addition of a rubber "stand-off" eyepiece. 

THE FUTURE OF REALTRAIN 

REALTRAIN has had a short history. Less than a year elapsed from 
the initiation of REALTRAIN research to TRADOC's initial implementation 
of the first REALTRAIN product. This rush to implementation came about 
because the REALTRAIN method waa seen to fill a major void in unit 
training.  For the first time, the Army had a means for training combat 
arms units In the accomplishment of their tactical missions through what 
has come to be known as "engagement simulation". Experience with 
REALTRAIN has helped to establish firmly the value of engagement simulation. 

Embodied in the REALTRAIN model are a number of classic learning 
principles which have again been demonstrated to be important for effec- 
tive training. Probably moat Important is that the competitive nature 
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of REALTRAIN exercises provides the motivation to learn, an element often 
lacking In Army training. Because men In Infantry and armor units see 
that these exercises are training them to do the job they will be called 
upon to do In a combat situation and because the exercises are an Inter- 
esting departure from conventional training, they have consistently shown 
a desire to learn. 

The free-play nature of REALTRAIN exercises, with Immediate feedback 
on the consequences of soldiers' Individual actions, provides the proper 
environment for the learning of tactical skills. Men find out for them- 
selves just what Is Important to Insure thel?- survival; Individual and 
team skills are called for In a functional context, where realism Is 
provided by simulated wtapons effects. 

Appropriate actio.is are reinforced and Inappropriate actions Inhibited 
through the Immediate feedback provided on the simulated battlefield. 
At the conclusion of an exercise, an After Action Review provides further 
feedback to an Individual on the consequences of his actions from the 
perspective of others. 

The potential of engagement simulation training has been demonstrated. 
For this potential to be realized fully, further research Is required to 
refine current engagement simulation training techniques to make them 
more effective and to extend these techniques to other areas of application. 

A research effort directly related to the REALTRAIN method is directed 
at the development of an engagement simulation training method for combat 
leaders. Research to date has investigated the effectiveness of board- 
game and mini-exercise abstractions of two-sided, free-play engagement 
simulation exercises to train combat leaders (company conmanders, platoon 
leaders, squad leaders) prior to full troop participation. When subse- 
quently combined with REALTRAIN exercises (including all unit members), 
these abstractions appear to offer an effective technique for efficient 
leader training in the maneuver arms. 

Recent field tryouts have demonstrated that as unit size increases, 
certain aspects of the REALTRAIN model require refinement and expansion. 
For example, the emphasis in the After Action Review shifts from a concern 
with appropriate and inappropriate individual actions of troops to a 
corcern with leader behavior and the tactical execution of his unit. 
Therefore, changes in the procedures for conducting the After Action 
Review must be made to reflect this new complexity. 

Field experience has also shown the need for:  (1) further research 
on credible and timely simulation of indirect fire through battalion 
(involving firing sections, the forward observer, and the maneuver units 
supported by indirect fire); (2) integration of antitank and antipersonnel 
mines into engagement simulation exercises; (3) research on the utility 
of a tactical overlay for training feedback (used in conjunction with the 
After Action Review) end as a technique for evaluating unit performance; 
(4) development of procedures for the assessment of nonfatal casualties; 
and (5) research on low cost engagement simulation alternatives for night 
operations. 
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Engagement simulation training, aa represented by REALTRAIN, poten- 
tially represents a significant future refinement to combat arms Army 
Training and Evaluation Programs (ARTEP). which have recently been devel- 
oped to replace Army Training Programs (ATP) and Army Training Tests (ATT). 
An ARTEP stresses a unit's tactical missions, the conditions under which 
the missions are carried out, and, where possible, the standards of 
performance expected. The ARTEP stresses performance-oriented training 
and criterion-referenced testing.  Engagement simulation training would 
provide units using the ARTEP the avenue by which they could attain the 
performance levels specified by the ARTEP. REALTRAIN exercises would 
provide the appropriate mission context for the required training; the 
REALTRAIN method would provide the training structure necessary to bring 
men up to the required performance levels. 

When a method for the objective measurement of unit performance is 
available it will additionally provide a means for valldly measuring 
the effectiveness of engagement simulation training techniques and, with 
cost Information, its cost effectiveness. 

Current research being conducted by ARI is directed at future 
Improvement of the ARTEP. Engagement simulation training methods will 
provide units with the necessary tools for achieving ..Ssslon  performance 
objectives; measurement research in an engagement simulation context 
will provide improved methods for accurately assessing personnel 
proficiency and diagnosing performance deficiencies. 
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